Family practice: meanings for modern times
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THE SUBJECT OF THE PICKLES LECTURE

The archives* of William Pickles’ personal and professional papers reveal him as a ‘family man’: his marriage was long and happy, and he knew each of his patients intimately. He was, in Aysgarth, a ‘father figure’, who was consistently committed to the community he served for many years, and who went the extra mile to help them; something that we would normally associate with kith and kin. He himself was one of a large family: the son of a GP, one of six boys, five of whom were GPs, and the sixth wished to be. It can be assumed from this that there must have been a strong family identity around that shared career. His mother was a positive influence on his attitudes, he writes that she:

‘... strove off an insufficient income to feed and clothe us and was in many ways a remarkable woman. I remember her as an advocate for old age pensions to stave off the inevitable workhouse long before it was put into operation ... and I remember her loving sympathy with the unmarried mother in an age when condemnation was the inevitable rule.’

Gertie and Patience were his wife and child, and formed part of his identity to patients who knew them as a family. The public record shows no major flaws in their happiness and commitment. The family ethos was one of service to the community, and both Gertie and Patience were a crucial part of his workforce. It concludes that the principles of family practice lie in the psychological aspects of doctor–patient interactions, and that the principles of sustaining therapeutic relationships need to be core to rigorous training and practice.

INTRODUCTION

The words ‘family doctor’ and ‘family practice’ are common in the language of GPs, and ‘family medicine’ denotes a claim to medical specialty status in many countries where it remains possible to practise without a postgraduate qualification. Yet the image of family practice as manifest by William Pickles, the foundation President of the RCGP, appears both impractical and paternalistic from a 21st century perspective. The critical question raised in this lecture is whether family practice still has a unique significance at this stage of the development of medicine as a profession, and if so, what characterises this specialty, and how its principles can be passed on to future family practitioners. It concludes that the principles of family practice lie in the psychological aspects of doctor–patient interactions, and that the principles of sustaining therapeutic relationships need to be core to rigorous training and practice.

*A quotes and anecdotes are from the Pickles archives at the Royal College of General Practitioners and Northallerton Public Records Office.
versus irresponsible behaviours, and some questions around how difficult it is to resist the culture of family, which dictates the spread of both good and bad traits between its members. We know that, from a psychosocial perspective as well as a biological one, families can work for ill as well as good, and can be a source of grief as well as joy.

Will Pickles extended his activities to research, and to teaching medical students, which he loved and thought a great advantage:

'It is always a pleasure to entertain these and try to interest them in the advantages of general practice ... They think they learn something from me but I know I learn much from them. So many young doctors are aspirants for specialism, but those I see are hoping to enter GP [general practice] and I try to show them what a happy and useful life this can be.'

He contributed hugely to the improvement of the status of the discipline, including his role in the foundation of the Royal College of General Practitioners (RCGP). All this would have placed demands as well as opportunities on his family: the students often stayed at the family home, and although Gertie often accompanied him on his lecturing trips, this was not always easy or indeed possible. So another aspect of family practice that we recognise through Pickles is the almost inevitable colonisation of private by professional life. The evidence on younger doctors’ balance of family and career commitments suggests that they have changed their expectations in the last 50 years, and the conditions under which Pickles exercised genuine personal engagement in clinical work, teaching, and research might be seen as overriding important professional boundaries.

The world of Will Pickles and his family was very different from our world. There is a touching story in the archive of Pickles taking his daughter to a ball, but calling in at the house of a dying patient, who asks to see Patience in her finery:

‘... the scene with the poor bloated invalid on her bed, the district nurse incredibly clean and neat, the queer old man, and the young girl a little self-conscious in her evening dress standing in the midst.’

Patience says that:

‘There were many occasions when my father used me in this way when I was with him on his rounds’.

Sometimes the interests of a dominant individual make other parts of the unit subservient, or dependent.

It seems unlikely in the 21st century that Gertie would have been content to be his full-time research assistant, or Patience been willing to accompany her father to see patients; more likely she would have been driving herself to the ball, or jumping into a taxi with a group of girlfriends to party in Leeds. The image of an ever-present, infallible, brilliant renaissance ‘man’ who commands unquestioning respect is neither feasible or, perhaps, even acceptable in the 21st century. In fact Pickles, in the nicest possible way, could be seen as the epitome of ‘paternalism’ — an attitude that many people now reject. So if we retain the concept of a ‘family’ doctor, what are the dimensions of this that fit the 21st century? What is the meaning of ‘family’ in ‘family medicine’, which many countries use to denote the speciality of general practice?

**NEW MEANINGS OF FAMILY PRACTICE**

Anthropological definitions have a broad scope: the ‘family’ is seen as a domestic unit, usually linked by blood or other clan relationships, where one or more members are dependent on the others for their mutual material and emotional function and sustenance. This definition shows us why cohabiting but independent student households are not family, where the childless but emotionally committed gay couple are; and go some way to explaining the legitimate claims for financial and emotional support of the extended family on a Chinese elder son and his English wife working in America, even though he has not lived in China for more than 10 years. There is a concept in family therapy of the ‘psychological family’:\(^5\) a family that exists in a person’s mind, but is not the same as his/her biological family. In a post-modern society, there are many variations on this theme that can fulfil nurturing and supportive functions, but in general, we do not know who a patient will count as ‘family’, or what this means to them.

So if you are a ‘family’ doctor, what family are you talking about? Few health systems insist on enrolling whole households onto one primary care service provider, and even if the whole household is on the same list they may see different staff members. The areas where the metaphor of family remains central to our practice, and also our teaching and professional direction, are, firstly, our knowledge and understanding of the impact of their families on the worldview of our patients. There is the influence of those who are part of their current ‘close others’ on how they approach health care: their familial and cultural beliefs; and their own experiences of parenting, which will have strongly influenced how they think about, react to, and cope with health and illness. Family is a fundamental aspect of the way in which we identify ourselves and understand the meaning of who we are and what we have become. Families can be left, can be altered, and
can become secondary to one’s own preferred direction, but they are rarely forgotten.

A second pillar of family practice is that we work with the concept that knowing about a patient’s family helps us to understand the developmental opportunities of both the consultation and the learning encounter. The College of Family Physicians of Canada draws our attention to this aspect of our work in part of their description of the family physician:

‘Family physicians use their understanding of human development and family and other social systems to develop a comprehensive approach to the management of disease and illness in patients and their families.’

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL BASIS OF FAMILY PRACTICE

So what is core to that understanding? Most of our knowledge of how parenting experiences have an impact on us comes from the psychological literature, and some of our best disciplinary research (although not the research of Pickles himself) has focused on the interpersonal dynamics of the doctor–patient relationship as the ‘mirror’ of family experiences (Box 1). We see the fundamental need to be cared for, the inevitability of negative experiences, and the complex push–pull between nurture and developing independence. And the core concept of ‘resilience’:

‘The ability to succeed, to live, and to develop in a positive way ... despite the stress or adversity that would normally involve the real possibility of a negative outcome’.

We do not know if Pickles drew on psychodynamic work now regarded as fundamental in general practice, but he appears to have been highly dependable and protective to patients in their troubles. When we are vulnerable, we, just as children do, need essential emotional support — the ‘professionalised holding function’ — which good therapists provide, and which underpins the ability of patients to feel they have continuity with a doctor even if they are not always available. But there is a tension between dependency and autonomy, with both patients and students or other learners, and being aware of this tension enables us to evaluate the best ways to assist them. Our aim should be to make them as effective (or empowered) as they can be within the limits of their situation, at the same time accepting that by the nature of being an ‘expert’ we are there to offer them a service that they need, and that makes them dependent on us in some ways until the interaction and its outcomes are over. This again is the professional version of nurturing parents; holding people while growth, deciding, and healing occur, but ensuring that they, wherever possible, become independent over time.

Pickles’ level of commitment to, and constancy within a community, is rare these days. We know that patients do want personal care from their doctors: that this increases patient satisfaction, it increases the job satisfaction of physicians, and it also increases the doctor’s motivation to take responsibility for their patients and the consequences of their care. But while there are many examples of GPs who retain personal continuity, both patients and professionals frequently swap mutual dependency and obligation for a more boundaried, more autonomous, and also more complex service. Most patients will trade a timely appointment with a nurse for a routine screening with the need to wait or take a day off to see a GP: and most GPs do more than one thing, whether they have days out to teach, parent, politic, or run marathons. There is evidence from the archives that Pickles himself was increasingly absent from his practice: he records one patient as saying ‘We’ve got two good doctors at Aysgarth, Dr and Mrs Coltman, and old Pickles isn’t bad but he’s always lecturing’!

So, the personal link between patient and doctor is likely to be more tenuous than it was in Pickles’ day, but continuity is an important principle of ‘family’ practice: how do we reconcile these tensions? As Freeman’s work shows, continuity of care can be held by a team, a well-used set of records, an expectation, and an emotional bond. Perhaps the necessary aspect of continuity is that good doctors, and also nurses, will be there for us when we need them. Trust is associated more closely with effective interpersonal consultations than seeing the usual GP. Health staff who can engage with patients, who offer emotionally literate and effective consistent care, give us the sense of ‘being there for us when we need them’, albeit with some negotiations and limits to that availability. This is similar to the way in which a ‘good enough’ internalised parent figure acts; excellent family practice can make this available across a team and an organisation, even if unique personal continuity is impossible.

So, to summarise, a family can be a marvellous thing, but also a source of risk and even damage: a job as a family doctor can be a marvellous thing, but can

Box 1. Psychological principles of effective doctor–patient relationships.

- Core human need for respect and empathy ‘unconditional positive regard’
- Accepting fear and anxiety
- Understanding dependency needs
- Act to support resilience and self-efficacy in the patient
- The aim of autonomy and improved self-reliance/autonomy
also be costly to both the individual practitioner and their nearest and dearest. There are many opportunities in the consultation, not only for acute care and chronic disease management, but also real empowerment and support of personal growth. The skills of emotionally literate and consistent care are the core of high-quality care. But developing and using these skills is challenging, and is affected not only by our own values and opportunities, but also the preferences and expectations of others. The next section examines how modern practitioners learn to give personal care by using their professional self to help patients — and what support may be needed for them to achieve this.

**FAMILY PRACTICE AND PERSONAL CHANGE**

The evidence on the extraordinary influence of early childhood on the powers and problems of adults often leads to anxiety about determinism. Religious beliefs, psychological approaches, and even public health, all encourage us to hope that people can make better choices and reduce their own suffering in the process: a good GP never wants to believe that damage done in previous years cannot be overcome. Clinical experiences support this: people are extraordinarily courageous and resilient, their lives have been appalling but they may come out as good, strong, loving people anyway (see, for example, reference 16). At the same time, our professional experience teaches us to be sceptical, and to set our ambitions low: people are fallible, addicts relapse, the vulnerable lose their coping skills in the next crisis, and so on. The concept of individual ‘habitus’ is a useful one to show both the hard wiring of the past and the possibility of the present:

> “[A] complex amalgam of their past and present ... that is always in the process of completion ... premised on familial legacy and early childhood socialisation ... a primarily dynamic concept, a rich interlacing of past and present, individual and collective, interiorised and permeating both body and psyche.”

It has a developmental quality, as does resilience — a sense of both genetic and family context with personal uniqueness — believing in the possibility of a good outcome which is constructed through relationships. The first need of a good family doctor is therefore to believe that how we relate to patients can contribute to their positive development; being part of the environment where resilience can be further developed.

Pickles was an epidemiologist of infections, following their patterns over the community and time. Family doctors also need to be epidemiologists of life events and narratives, following the patient’s understandings of crucial events and others in their lives. Mental health workers adopt a ‘history taking plus’ approach found to be beneficial in patients with recurrent emotional and psychological problems: taking a family history, not in the genetic but in the developmental sense; getting some flavour of how the patient remembers and reacts to these memories; and making a ‘formulation’, an assessment of their likely strengths and vulnerabilities as part of our overview of the patient. Not only do we need to have knowledge of this, but we need to use it effectively in helping our patients to understand and manage their problems. If you believe in person-centred practice, then you must work with the person, and to do that you must know something of why they are who they are. The retelling of one’s story in itself can assist the development of resilience, by creating over time a cohesive narrative, and working through the consequences of emotional damage. Doctors who are able to foster insight, strengthen coping mechanisms, develop emotional resilience, and enable patients to maximise their health are those who are willing and able to enter into a genuine interpersonal relationship, often for only 10 minutes, but being genuinely ‘there’ for the patient. But this is ‘tough love’; balancing both ends of the spectrum by using the relationship and insights you have into this person (Box 2).

And what’s the cost? Not much, if you are used to it: slightly longer consultations, but better outcomes in terms of satisfaction, psychological wellbeing, and clinical effectiveness. For many GPs this becomes an unconscious expertise; they walk in every day and do it with most patients, and they are respected, indeed loved, for this. Such GPs may in part be ‘born like that’, but more are made. Pickles was a good doctor and educator because he had been raised by a loving and resilient family who prized general practice and made themselves in its image, and he chose to make himself available to his patients and students, both physically and emotionally. But to do this, GPs have to be able to use their professional self, their ‘persona’ to the most effective ends. This is not an automatic consequence of living in a more open emotional culture than in...
Pickles’ time: we should be conscious of how we can train others to do this, more consciously than previously, given the needs of our patients for an ever more person-centred approach — to develop ourselves as generalists whose knowledge and consulting skills draw on these principles, who use them routinely without burning out.

LEARNING TO BE FAMILY ORIENTED

GPs bring the human into their teaching as well as their clinical practice. But teaching individuals well on an occasional basis is not enough: we need to develop a culture across all learning settings of working with the person to develop them as a professional. Historically, medics have not considered this part of their role; indeed, I think Pickles might have found it rather odd to find himself expected to reflect on his relationships with learners and patients, but there is some evidence on how training can result in people who are effective with people, through their interpersonal relationships, for improved wellbeing.

Some principles used in modern medical training can be summarised as:

- Select people who already show some interpersonal strengths that can be built on in training: autonomy, resilience, team orientation, and self-questioning.
- ‘Hold’ them while giving them challenges. Make sure they are known, have some tutor/mentor continuity over time, and that they get feedback on how they perform as they develop; those ‘learning conversations’.
- Make them reflect on themselves and how they work: in teams, with patients, what their strengths and weaknesses are.
- Make them think: about professional challenges, difficult relationships, where things go wrong, what they could do differently. Eraut’s bringing of the tacit unconscious into conscious competent control.
- Make them safe — as much as possible — so they can experiment with this before being exposed to major challenges, and while experiencing these.
- Have regular supervision on clinical cases where they can discuss complex needs generated by doctor–patient relationships, transference and counter-transference, the emotional burden of caring; because of the need for the professional sometimes to be ‘held’ in order to hold others.
- Encourage a virtue ethic, work with why and how they want to help, rather than when they think they should, and be open to exploring areas they dislike.
- Encourage boundaries and stress release, avoiding burnout, and setting limits.
- Challenge defences and emotional resistance early on: it can only get worse.
- Work with them as you would a patient, following their preference and abilities, but keeping your eye on their needs and those of society, aiming for better outcomes.
- Most of all, treat them with respect and treat them as equals.

These kind of approaches need to become endemic in all clinical and training settings: one good GP, or one good trainer, is not enough, especially when learning, just like most clinical care, has to be spread over more than one setting or organisation. Not everyone has friends or family who can do even the basic support and emotional challenge for them, as we have said, the days of Will’s reliance on Gertie are past, and in any case we know that to impose our professional needs on our loved ones is often inappropriate and sometimes unhelpful. So we must look to our peers in practice to assist us in maintaining an effective family ethos in our practice and learning.

This brings us to the meaning of family practice in the wider context: the practice team as a family, the interpersonal dynamics of organisations, being resilient to political change, and managing both negative and positive emotions when marketing our skills. Martin Marshall’s Mackenzie lecture discussed the changes required of family practice by contemporary circumstances: this contrasts with the intimate world of the consultation, the learning relationship, and the function of family and its reflection into our practice. But insight into the family ‘system’ is often also useful when analysing organisational dynamics and leadership styles. Some of the resistance we meet, the mocking of the unmeasurable, or the fragmentation of personal care in favour of service access, may be because none of us like to remember when we are weak, vulnerable, or failing. Pickles reminds us that ‘All those who come to you are very frightened individuals and must receive the respect and consideration which one man [sic] owes another’, and this needs careful handling in the workplace as well as the consulting room. There are ‘family’ issues in the changing workforce: staff may be more willing to engage with patients emotionally when they are working less than full time, so altered work patterns may facilitate some aspects of fuller emotional engagement with patients, without excessive risk of dependency. We need to be particularly alert to the different professional challenges for women doctors, because our society still encourages women more than men to be ‘carers’ and do ‘caring’, both domestically and professionally. Also, because patients similarly tend to consult with women when they are vulnerable, there are different risks to them as practitioners around setting boundaries and avoiding burnout. We must also work in the outer world for prevention of psychological damage which leaves its marks on so many generations — advocating
for peace, for economic stability, for healthy psychological living conditions, for avoidance of severe personal damage — as Cyrlukh says, ‘the triumph of the wounded never exonerates the aggressors’. How does this apply in the RCGP? Any family system has strong traditions and habits, there are organisational dynamics that are driven by personalities, there are projections and denials. Things go wrong in families, tempers fray, relationships change, and so on. But a healthy family is one that is resilient, that ‘does not rely on evasion of risk, but works through successful application of protective factors to engage in adverse situations and emerge from them stronger’. Increasing the strength of those factors that improve resilience will help a family or an organisation perform better. Common values, commitment, taking responsibility for what needs to be done, and a certain amount of flexibility makes families and organisations work well: a balance of autonomy and collaboration, emotional give and take. And this can work for the global community of family practitioners as well. We have fantastic scope now, through the e-environment to be in touch with colleagues all over the world, and to be part of their family. They can become part of our professional and psychological world — a virtual family — and this again can be used for learning, for support, and for widening our views of the possibilities of practice. It is also crucial to achieving global family health goals, and to reducing the profound inequities of the current world health situation.

CONCLUSION

The ultimate meaning of family practice in modern times is to learn to be ‘there for each other’: and to create working environments where we can be genuinely, fully there for patients, for colleagues, for staff, for the profession, and for our own family and friends. Our efforts, our training, our working conditions, and our professional development should assist this ability to ‘be here’ as much as possible. At its best, the RCGP is like that too: somewhere, when all is said and done, that we can ‘be’ — be valued, be developed — and that we should be able to look to for nurture and companionship.

Discuss this article

Contribute and read comments about this article on the Discussion Forum: http://www.rcgp.org.uk/bjgp-discuss
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